
Exmouth Memorial Rally 2020 

 

With the world surrounded by the Covid-19 outbreak events were being cancelled across the 
country, but with the correct procedures and some lucky timing, the crew at Exmouth MC believed 
they could put on a competitive event safety to keep the memory of Barbara Carter and Peter 
Barnard alive. 
This year’s event was based at Verbeer Manor just outside of Cullompton, with Noise Test on site, 
the whole start of the event was contained within one site to reduce the risk. All event paperwork 
and signing on was completed online this year with only one envelope being collected at the start. 
As crews arrived and headed through the noise test a handful were selected for a more thorough 
visual check over by the scrutineers to eliminate multiple people touching a single vehicle. Once 
parked up in their allocated spaces crews were advised to socially distance and luckily the night was 
dry to allow this, with the venue only open for the toilet facilities. Food was available at the venue 
from Meat & Eat Outside Catering to again allow social distancing and the large area outside the 
manor allowed people to spread out while the briefing took place. 

One hour and 45 minutes before 
setting off one by one navigators 
headed inside to collect their 
envelope which included all the 
required documents, plotting and 
stickers for the event. These were 
packed 72 hours before the event 
and were sterilised before and 
after they were placed out on the 
table inside the manor. 
At one minute past midnight the 
first crew left the start venue to 
head off into the lanes and tackle 
this years event. 

 
 

Regularity 1: Beacon Hill 
Distance: 19 Miles 
Best Time: 38 minutes (Clean) 
 
The first competitive section of the night started just a short drive away from the start venue. A 
quick drive through the middle of Cullompton brought crews to the crossroads at the top of Forges 
Hill for Regularity Start (RS) 1. At 00:12 car 1 pulled into the control and set off for the night. 
Along Beacon lane and slot left to head up past the Corn Barn and to the first caution of the night; 
two large deceptive jumps, the first of which looks straight on the map but is offset to the surprise of 
several crews landing at interesting angles! The second just before the 90 right with several crews 
taking it too quickly and having to use the white straight on as a runoff road! 
Picking up RC1A and then slotting left the crews were soon back to the old Cullompton to Tiverton 
road. Give Way and after a surprise yump crews soon came across the first intermediate control of 
the night, TC1A. A total of nine crews were clean to the first control including novices Phil & Oliver 
Luxton (Rover 25), a couple crews were struggling with the new socially distanced marshalling 
forgetting to confirm RC1A with the marshal and picking up a costly five minute penalty early on. 
After TC1A crews slotted up East Butterleigh white, the first white of the night which was probably 
one of the smoothest roads of the whole night! Heading south down the hill a fast approach to a 
narrow slot 30 right took crews up Halsewood Hill and to a slot left onto Pondsford Lane to pick up 
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another codeboard. The first NAM diagram took crews long way round at the next junction to collect 
another code board before heading west along Knowle Lane to collect a third board. 
A bit of careful plotting was 
needed at the next junction which 
took crews LWR the mapped 
triangle at Bunneford Cross and 
departing west again to complete a 
loop past Stokehouse. A whole 
eight crews miss-plotted the 
junction and departed south which 
caused them to miss the second 
control of the night which was half 
way up the hill in the trees after 
Stokehouse. A further eight crews 
were clean to TC1B including 
Novices Ashley Rice and Trevor 

Disney (Mini Cooper) who’s local 
knowledge had them lying in 
fourth overall at this point on just 10 seconds, only three crews being completely clean to this point. 
Up next were the three Rode Moors LWR triangles to collect three codeboards, the first being fairly 
straightforward heading north west to south east, the second being a very tight hairpin right with 
some crews needing to shunt backwards and forwards to get around, this one was a north west 
approach with a south west depart. The third and final one nicknamed “Milleners Mud” after the M-
Sport team principal got stuck in the mud there on the 2019 event, was a unmade muddy triangle 
that only agricultural machinery really use and a little difficult to spot as the approach is fast and it’s 
quite overgrown. 
A loop down Caseberry Lane through the NAM corners and back up Yard Downs Lane to the top of 
the hill brought crews into TC1C. Another nine crews were clean including the small, nimble Fiat 
Seicento of Patrick and Poppy Blight and of course, the three other crews who were clean up to this 
point. 
A fast section up to Christ Cross and North around the large Billingsmoor loop to approach another 
codeboard at the end on another LWR diagram. Yet another LWR diagram at the top of Hayne lane 
collected RC1J before heading down the hill, over Burn Bridge, through the edge of Butterleigh and 
along the edge of the Burn River on the difficult to read, undulating road and into TC1D. A lot of this 
section was very quick so a lot of crews cleaned it including one novice crew, Jack Brazier and Zak 
Linham (Ignis). The three crews; George Williams and Cadog Davies (Mk2 Escort), Kevin Wills and 
Liam Burns (Impreza) and Matthew Fowle and Andy Pullan (BMW Compact) were all still clean to this 
point and Clerk of the Course Daniel Pidgeon was starting to wonder when the droppers were going 
to come, seven triangles in nine miles obviously wasn’t enough! 
The final part of Regularity 1 took crews left at the staggered crossroads above Bickleigh and back 
over the Burn River and along the tight twist road past Leigh Barton and Ravenhayes to the finish at 
the A396. The final control was a short way round triangle at the far end of the triple triangle. On the 
map there is a white which cuts off between the lane and main road and the long way round to the 
main road further down. In reality there were two more roads which cut off the corner which is what 
the NAM diagram showed, causing confusion between the crews with some taking the wrong cut 
down to the main road and having to turn around and try again. Top seeds Wills/Burns fell fowl to 
this confusing junction along with fellow clean competitors Fowle/Pullan who dropped 1:00 and 1:36 
respectively. 
Williams/Davies were clean to this final control cementing their lead being clean through the whole 
of the first regularity. Second were Wills/Burns on the minute they dropped at the end and a further 
seven seconds behind were Andy Brown and Jamie Mills (Fiesta) in third. 
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Top seeded semi-expert crew Nigel 
Davies and Russell Williams 
(Focus) were quickest Semi’s 
dropping 1:54 over the first 
regularity and sitting in fifth 
overall. Dave Webb and Jacob 
Williams (Sirion) were second 
quickest in the class dropping 4:16 
and sitting in eighth with Benn 
Lewis and Mark ‘Atff’ Robinson 
(Persona) third in class on 6:17 and 
12th overall. 
Locals Rice/Disney were quickest 
novices, even struggling to find the 

final control and dropping 1:40 
there, they had dropped 3:37 over 

the first regularity and were lying in seventh overall at this point. The Luxton’s were second quickest 
on 5:41 and Mike Raymond and Jamie Raymond (Mk2 Escort) were third in class and 13th overall on 
6:46. 
Unfortunately John Considine and Jeff Brown (Fiesta) had engine issues with a blown head gasket in 
the first regularity and retired early on. The remaining 27 crews headed north along the A396 over 
Bickleigh Bridge and onto the Second Regularity of the night. 
 
Regularity 2: Mid Devon Dash 
Distance: 22 Miles 
Best Time: 45 minutes 2 seconds 
 
The second Regularity of the night started just north of Bickleigh, above the Yearlstone Vineyard. 
This Regularity was looking to be a bit quicker with longer runs between controls then the first, but 
there is bound to be a catch in there somewhere! 
The fast climb up the hill towards Seven Crosses was a welcome change to crews after the tight, 
narrow lanes of Regularity 1, slotting hairpin left before Seven Crosses which was the 
photographer’s first location of the night. Collecting RC2A at the top of the hill which was slightly set 
back off the road in a gateway, catching a few out, and then soon coming across TC2A near 
Coombewillis. Unfortunately Jack Brazier and Zak Linham (Ignis) had clutch issues just after the start 
of the regularity and headed back to the start from here. As it was a fairly straightforward section 
(only one junction!) most crews were clean at this first control. 
A very quick and steep blast back down the hill to the River Dart, past the cannon (Yes, you read that 
right... If you pass in the daylight you’ll see what we mean!), over a cautioned bridge with a very 
sharp hump and a slight corner afterwards and then slot right through the narrow twisty village of 
Little Silver. Travelling along the bottom of the valley along a very broken road due to tree felling 
past Worthy Bridge and then climbing up out of the valley to the west along the tree and leaf 
covered lane to the second timing point of the section, TC2B, at Kingdom’s Corner. Here is where 
Benn Lewis and Mark ‘Atff’ Robinson (Persona) made their biggest error of the night; a miss plot 
meant they travelled along the one mile bridleway between Little Silver and Kingdom’s Corner; a 
white which is only really suitable for hardy off roaders or tractors... Very impressive they made it 
through and their only reward was a 15 minute penalty for the wrong approach at the control as 
well as having to wait for the marshal to move his truck which was parked in the end of the white! 
Speaking to Benn he described it as “the roughest white ever” and his tip was to just put it in second 
gear, keep it flat and hope for the best! Hats off to the Proton! 
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George Williams and Cadog Davies 
(Mk2 Escort) were the only crew 
clean to this control with Kevin 
Wills and Liam Burns (Impreza) 
dropping just one second and 
Andy Brown and Jamie Mills 
(Fiesta) dropping three. 
Crews carried on up the hill to 
Beerash Cross, Give Way left and 
along the fast road towards 
Cadeleigh. Slotting left through 
Brindiwell Cross and another right 
along Coombe Lane which is a 
fairly straightforward looking 

yellow on the map but is quite 
twisty for the first half and a 
broken track for the second, maybe it should be known as “Coombe White” now. Back to Brindiwell 
Cross for the second of the double use crossroads and a loop north to Way Village and back down 
Marshay Hill to form a figure of eight on the map. On the hill down to Marshay Farm Andrew Hankey 
and Carwyn Roberts (318Ti) cut a corner, taking the racing line, and found a large broken bit of 
tarmac into the hedge causing them to ground out and split their tank guard tank, causing them to 
lose all of their fuel. Chris Hedley and Rhys Williams (Fiesta) were struggling with the navigation to 
this point and were quiet far behind on time so when they came across Hankey/Roberts they 
decided to call it a night and help the stricken crew out and tow them back to the start, great 
sportsmanship! 
Up to the crossroads and slot right along Grantland Hill to cross over from map 192 to 191. Once 
past Grantland the road surface became very rough after heavy timber and agricultural use meaning 
several large potholes littered the road to the next junction. This caused Nigel Hughes and Garry 
Thomas’ (MG ZR) earth cable to snap causing them to soon lose all electrics, by the time they 
managed to find the problem they were too far behind time and headed back to the start. 
After the rough road crews came across TC2C at the next junction and even with the rough surface 
10 crews cleaned the section including the semi-expert crew of Nigel Davies and Russell Williams 
(Focus) and novices Phil and Oliver Luxton (Rover 25) which had them sitting at fourth overall 
through this Regularity so far. 
From TC2C crews headed south along the valley to Waterhouse Cross where a re-route had to be put 
in place by the organisers who came across a road closed during the day when setting things up, so 
slotting right along Mill Lane took crews through a quiet zone and to the relocated RC2C at the 
following junction. Through the dry ford over Holly Water and through Stockleigh English, straight 
across the crossroads  and up to TC2D just past Down Farm. Another fast open section with 14 crews 
coming into the control on time, Simon Heywood and Shaun Layland (Civic) were currently lying in 
third on this regularity dropping just seven seconds with Tim Owen and Sophie Buckland (206) and 
Andrew Dawe and Andrew Lowe (Sunny) dropping 44 seconds and 1:22 respectively to keep them 
up with the top crews. 
Slot over 90 left and then right at Splitwell Cross onto the first proper white of the night, Chris and 
Faye Beer in the zero car came across a large tree trunk across the lane blocking the route, so some 
quick thinking, muddy feet and a bit of muscle work managed to move it just enough to let the 
competing crews behind squeeze past and still use the road. Over Dowrich Bridge and if taken a bit 
quickly crews would have a little surprise when the slot right just after was covered in water, hiding 
the white lines on the road. Along the twisty Coppice Lane and then give way right onto the fast 
Wadderly Hill to TC2E at Thelbridge Bridge. This section showed who were prepared to push along 
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the whites with seven crews clean including Matthew Fowle and Andy Pullan in the borrowed BMW 
Compact and Luke Quinnell and 
Kayleigh Dingle (MG ZR). 
A fast slot 90 left took crews 
through Pidsley where a large 
amount of water had congregated 
over the last few weeks. It was 
interesting seeing how the 
different crews tackled it, some 
flat out and then struggled with 
engine issues after and then some 
crept through not worrying about 
the time. The biggest victims to 
this were Heywood/Layland who 
had electrical issues from here on 
and soon pulled out of the event 

with no wipers, not handy with the 
rain setting in for the night! 

Down Pidsley Hill and up Perryman’s through the not as map corners and up to Gipsies which is a 
small collection of two crossroads and four three-way’s. The correct approach and depart for RC2D 
dictated the route through here and it didn’t help that the codeboard was knocked over, causing a 
little bit of confusion! And of course, TC2F was just after the series of junctions at the south west 
point, ready to catch out any crews who lost their way through the junctions. 
Chris Mockridge and John Varney in the little Austin A40 were the only crew clean to this control (it 
did help they cut out the loop around F and through the flood) with fellow novices the Luxton’s 
quickest on the correct route dropping just 27 seconds. Dave Webb and Jacob Williams (Sirion) also 
came to the control in under a minute on 50 seconds as well as Brown/Mills on 59 seconds. 
Heading west to Beacon Cross crews were soon onto the wide roads again, heading south with a 
quick loop towards West Sandford to approach Cross Hill crossroads from the east. Around 
Brandirons Corner and down to the A377 for the finish of Regularity 2, a fairly straightforward final 
section with only six crews not clean between TC2E and the final time control. 
Brown/Mills and Williams/Davies were joint quickest through the second regularity both dropping 
1:02 with novices Luxton/Luxton third dropping 1:59. Wills/Burns and Quinnell/Dingle rounded off 
the top five dropping 2:08 and 3:35. 
Davies/Williams headed the Semi-
Expert class through on 4:29 with 
Webb/Williams second on 7:46 and 
Lewis/Atff third with their wrong 
approach penalty brining their time 
to 20:52. 
The Luxton’s were quickest novices 
as mentioned above with Ashley 
Rice and Trevor Disney (Mini)  
second dropping nine minutes and 
Matthew Baker and Sukie Read 
(Rover Mini Cooper) third dropping 
13:10. 

Once on the A377 crews headed 
west through Copplestone and onto 
the start of Regularity 3. 
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Regularity 3: Bow & Arrow 
Distance: 13 Miles 
Best Time: 26 minutes (Clean) 
 
Once through Copplestone crews headed up Beer Hill and to the start of Regularity 3 in the large 
layby just after Clannaborough Barton. A short blast along the A road to a slot right slot left and 
along the fast road down to Clapper Cross. Give Way Right and over Clapper Bridge and to a 
deceptive slot just south of Zeal Monachorum which looks like a simple 30 right into hairpin left but 
the slot is slightly further along the road, half way around a 60 left, hidden by a tree, I’m sure there 
would have been an overshoot or two here! 
Past Hayne to collect RC3A and down to Great Wooden Bridge and briefly along a very wet and 
muddy Devonshire Heartland Way to Newton Cross. Crews then slotted left through the tight not as 
map corners and down towards Farley’s Grave Hairpin coming across TC3A along the way. 
As the roads were fairly straight a total of 11 crews were clean to the first junction including three 
semi-experts and the rapid Rover 25 of novices Phil and Oliver Luxton. 
Just before Ashridge Moor Cross crews picked up RC3B and headed up towards Farley’s Grave, 
slotting left along the tricky Hill Lane. Several tight corners, some of which are not as map, litter this 
road as well as farms which with them brings out the mud! There is a rumour that even the Clerk of 
the Course had to use a gateway to escape a lock up on the mud and leafs on this stretch of road! 

Turning right at the edge of 
Bondleigh with TC3B quickly 
springing up on the crews just 
after Cholhouse. Three crews, one 
from each class, were clean to 
here; George Williams and Cadog 
Davies (Mk2 Escort), Nigel Davies 
and Russell Williams (Focus) and 
the Luxons. Tim Owen and Sophie 
Buckland (206) were fourth 
quickest dropping just nine 
seconds and both Andy Brown and 
Jamie Mills (Fiesta) and semi’s 
Dave Webb and Jacob Williams 

(Sirion) both dropping 14 seconds. 
Crews were off again picking up 

the next codeboard at the Titterton Triangle before coming up to Farley’s Grave from the west and 
heading north along the very wide road past Dingley Dell to the B3220, over the Taw Bridge and to 
Tawgreen Cross for TC3C. This section was again very wide and straight with only two crews 
dropping a minute into the control. Adrian and Adam Beer (MG ZR) were pushing on through 
Regularity 3 dropping just 21 seconds to this point with Peter Stimson and Paul Hoad (Sierra) close 
behind on 33 seconds. 
Heading along the Taw Valley along the Tarka Trail crews had to dodge another road which has seen 
heavy agricultural traffic and broken quite badly. They soon arrived at the other side of Bondleigh 
and slotted right just before Bondleigh Bridge, through Bondleigh Wood and across Bondleigh Moor 
(Bondleigh’s got everything hasn’t it?!) A loop around Fishingclose Cross on the opposite side of the 
A3124 caught out Ashley Rice and Trevor Disney (Mini) who headed the wrong way around the loop 
and accidently approached the finish control in the wrong direction, a shame to pick up the penalty 
as they had been doing well on their first road rally. 
The finish of the regularity was at Bondleigh Moor Cross which saw another nine crews clean 
including novices Mike Raymond and Jamie Raymond (Mk2 Escort). One crew from each class were 
clean through the whole regularity; Williams/Davies, Davies/Williams (that’s not confusing...) and 
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the Luxtons. Owen/Buckland were fourth quickest, still on nine seconds with Brown/Mills fifth on 14. 
Second semi’s were Steffan Evans and Andrew Davies (Impreza) dropping 1:16 and third, just 13 
seconds behind were Webb/Williams. The Novice class saw the Raymond’s second quickest on 1:53 
with Eddie Gale and Simon Fuidge (Saxo) third quickest dropping 8:18. 
Heading south along the A3124 crews headed off into the dark for the fourth regularity and the final 
of the first half which starts at Itton Cross. 
 
Regularity 4: Yeo Troney 
Distance: 10 Miles 
Best Time: 20 minutes 10 seconds 
 
The fourth regularity of the night was a little different from the others in the fact it was plot and 
bash, something new to a lot of the crews.  When crews collected their packs at the start of the 
event they were given an envelope which they were not allowed to open until their time at RS4. A 
single sheet of tulips guided the crews through the short 10 mile regularity with grid references as 
well for the route checks. 
Crews headed through Itton and 
along Itton Moor Straights to 
collect RC4A which was just after a 
crest at a quick point, meaning 
several crews overshot it. 
Unfortunately for Steffan Evans 
and Andrew Davies (Impreza) the 
crew ahead overshot the board and 
in an attempt to get around them, 
took to the grass verge, hoping 
their four wheel drive would just 
take them around, but with the 
recent wet weather they just 

bogged down and bellied out. A 
couple crews tried to assist and 
even the closing car couldn’t get them out, but a friendly marshal with the pick-up headed over to 
give them a hand once they had finished their control. By this time they were OTL and decided to 
head back to the start and retire from the event. 
Heading along Combe Moor Lane crews came into the first control of the plot n’ bash section. Some 
crews chose to stop and plot the route to make sure they didn’t miss anything where as others 
cracked on and hoped for the best. At the first control the “Class Cleaners”; George Williams and 
Cadog Davies (Mk2 Escort), Nigel Davies and Russell Williams (Focus) and Phil and Oliver Luxton 
(Rover 25) were all in on their due times again. A further nine crews were all within 10 seconds 
showing this first section was pretty quick, even with the 90’s through Itton. 
Carrying on along the quick road past North Beer Farm crews picked up another codeboard at No 
Man’s Land. Slot right and onto Bowbeer Lane to Hillerton Cross for a Give Way right down to 
Blackdown Copse for the second control of the regularity; only two crews dropped time here due to 
the wide roads but this should have given crews plenty of opportunity to complete their plot n’ bash 
and to have it all down on their maps. 
A fast downhill tightening over 90 right caught a couple crews out by the looks in the hedge before 
coming down to the River Troney for a double triangle to collect two boards, slot left onto gravel, 
hairpin right into 90 left, 90 left to collect the second and then through the ford and slot left to head 
up out of the valley. Give Way right took crews back across to the top of Woodgreen Hill above the 
previous junction and into TC4C just two miles after TC4B. Unfortunately for Davies/Williams at the 
Give Way right junction they were either a tulip too early or tulip too late and turned left, missing 
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the loop back around to get TC4C and picking up a 30 minute penalty, a real shame as they were 
leading the class and fourth overall up to TC4B! 
Novices Matthew Baker and Sukie Read (Mini) were the only crew clean into TC4C but they had 
missed the previous control, cutting a bit of route to stay within OTL. Luke Quinnell and Kayleigh 
Dingle (MG ZR) were the quickest crew following the correct route dropping just two seconds with 
current leaders Williams/Davies second dropping 22 seconds. 
Another quick road heading south soon covered ground before slotting right onto Fursdon Lane to 
collect the final codeboard of the section and down to the tight hairpin left before the ford at the 
end of the trees, this is also the second point where the photographers had made up camp. Back up 
the hill past the pig farm and up to the crossroads to give way and head straight across and down to 
the river Yeo. If crews had a chance to see, the DSO at the Give Way was in a lovely classic rally 
prepared MG B GT, maybe they’ll enter next time? The route then headed back up the opposite side 
of the valley to the old A30 where the final control of the regularity was situated, another cleanable 
section with just three crews dropping time. 

Quinnell/Dingle were quickest 
through Regularity 4 dropping just 
10 seconds with Williams/Davies 
second dropping 22 and the 
Luxtons third on 39 seconds. 
Matthew Fowle and Andy Pullan 
(BMW Compact) were back on the 
pace in fourth on 42 seconds and 
Kevin Wills and Liam Burns 
(Impreza) fifth dropping 46 
seconds. 
Benn Lewis and Mark ‘Atff’ 
Robinson were quickest in the 
semi-expert class dropping 3:37 

with Dave Webb and Jacob 
Williams (Sirion) second dropping 

4:41 and the final remaining semi-expert crew Davies/Williams third dropping no time but on 30 
minutes due to missing a control. 
Second quickest novices were Mike and Jamie Raymond (Mk2 Escort) dropping 1:33 with Ashley Rice 
and Trevor Disney (Mini) third quickest dropping 3:51. 
A short trip up to Whiddon Down took crews into Fuel for a quick stop to re-gather lost time, use the 
facilities and get ready for the second part of the event. 
 
Half Way Positions 
Top 10 
1st – George Williams & Cadog Davies, Ford Escort – 1:24 
2nd – Andy Brown & Jamie Mills, Ford Fiesta ST150 – 3:21 
3rd – Kevin Wills & Liam Burns, Subaru Impreza – 5:56 
4th – Matthew Fowle & Andy Pullan, BMW Compact – 7:34 
5th – Phil Luxton & Oliver Luxton, Rover 25 – 8:19 
6th – Adrian Beer & Adam Beer, MG ZR – 9:32 
7th – Tim Owen & Sophie Buckland, Peugeot 206 – 9:43 
8th – Luke Quinnell & Kayleigh Dingle, MG ZR – 13:09 
9th – Dave Webb & Jacob Williams, Daihatsu Sirion – 18:12 
10th – Andrew Dawe & Andrew Lowe, Nissan Sunny – 20:35 
Classes 
Experts 
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1st – Andy Brown & Jamie Mills, Ford Fiesta ST150 – 3:21 
2nd – Kevin Wills & Liam Burns, Subaru Impreza – 5:56 
3rd – Matthew Fowle & Andy Pullan, BMW Compact – 7:34 
Semi-Experts 
1st – Dave Webb & Jacob Williams, Daihatsu Sirion – 18:12 
2nd – Benn Lewis & Mark ‘Atff’ Robinson, Proton Persona – 32:36 
3rd – Nigel Davies & Russell Williams, Ford Focus – 36:23 
Novices 
1st – Phil Luxton & Oliver Luxton, Rover 25 – 8:19 
2nd – Ashley Rice & Trevor Disney, Mini Cooper – 39:00 
3rd – Mark Weller & Sam Weller, Subaru Impreza RS – 1.06:37 
 
Regularity 5: Dartmoor 
Distance: 28 Miles 
Best Time: 56 minutes 47 seconds 
 
After crews had a break to catch their breath and discuss stories of the first half, it was soon time to 
get back in the cars and head of to the next section, and a monster of a section it was going to be. 
Heading down the A382 and into 
the Dartmoor National Park the 
start was located at Forder Bridge, 
slightly East of Easton. Up the 
narrow twisty road between a rock 
face and a dry stone wall to 
Cranbrook Castle where the first 
codeboard was tucked in around 
the white triangle at the top of 
Fingle Hill, careful plotting was 
needed for this one. The route 
then headed along the top of the 
hill skirting the edge of 
Willingstone Plantation on another 

road that’s been attacked by 
timber lorries, a bit of careful 
driving was needed to head around the loop to collect RC5B and back down to the slot right at Little 
Wooston. Looping around Butterdon Down the first time control of the section was tucked in the 
trees above Moretonhampstead. George Williams and Cadog Davies (Mk2 Escort), Andrew Dawe 
and Andrew Lowe (Sunny) and Peter Stimson and Paul Hoad (Sierra) were the only crews to clean to 
the first time control coming in on their minute. 
Down the hill through Howton and to the A382 at the not as map junction. Crews then headed 
straight across onto Adley Lane through the first couple 90’s and through Sloncombe to pick up the 
next codeboard just before the B3212 at Bughead Cross. Crews then headed along the B road picking 
up another codeboard at the triangle at Thorns Cross and down to the slot left just before the 
entrance to Bovey Castle. Yet another road under trees covered in wet leaves with plenty of 90 
degree corners to test the grip levels on, as the route headed around the castle grounds and down 
to the top of North Bovey to a hairpin left and into TC2B. 
Williams/Davies and Kevin Wills and Liam Burns (Impreza) both dropped a single second at this 
control with Adrian and Adam Beer (MG ZR) dropping just 24 seconds. Novices Ashley Rice and 
Trevor Disney (Mini) were back on the pace only dropping 39 seconds on this section with fellow 
novices Mark and Sam Weller also on the pace dropping 41 seconds. 
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The route then took crews up to Bovey Cross, slotting right through some more water and down 
along the long straight to the next codeboard at the Barne Cross triangle. Crews then headed north 
east down into the valley to the A382 at Wray Barton and turned left back towards 
Moretonhampstead and to the next control at the following junction. With the long straights and a 
section of A road this section was cleanable for most with more than half of the crews in on their 
minute. Unfortunately novices Mike and Jamie Raymond missed a junction on this section and 
struggled to get back onto the route, so they were closer to home then the end of the section they 
called it a night and headed home. 
Crews found themselves at the bottom of Pepperdon Hall Lane, a formidable lane to road rally crews 
in the south west, being known for being very tight, not as map, slippery and steep. You can only just 
fit a car through with dry stone walls both sides which are around 4ft high which line the road up to 
a very steep over 90 left into hairpin right. This road and corners were warned about by Clerk of the 
Course Daniel Pidgeon at the start for being tough and with the weather that the area has had 
recently a bit of pace would be needed to get up the hill. The first casualty was the Beers who lost 
traction on the top hairpin and after having a few attempts they had to move out of the way for the 
following crews. They finally managed to turn around on the wider part of the road at the corners 
and headed down the hill before any oncoming cars to the empty holiday cottage a little way down 
the hill from the tight corners. Once having enough space they fully committed from here and finally 
managed to make it to the top, dropping a whopping 14:47 to the next control! Next to struggle 
were the Austin A40 of Chris Mockridge and John Varney, after struggling with clutch issues through 
the night this road was the final straw for the clutch. Then to add to injury they managed to beach 
the car on the bank behind the top hairpin when moving out of the way. The next crew along were 
the classic Mini of Matthew Baker and Sukie Read who were also struggling with mechanical issues, 
fuelling for them, but luckily having Chris and John already stuck at the hairpin they managed to help 
push the poorly mini through the hairpins, they still had dropped a lot of time so cut the rest of the 
regularity and headed to RS6. After their clutch had cooled down the A40 managed to get free from 
the bank and they headed back down the hill to the bottom and onto the finish venue. At the top of 
Pepperdon Hall Lane crews turned left and around the hairpin skirting Pepperdon Down before 
slotting left onto another yellow which should be a white, narrow, bumpy and covered in leaves and 
mud! Give way right at Didworthy Cottages and then slotting right before Blackinstone Rock toward 
Kennick to come into the next control of the regularity. As crews came to Pepperdon Down they hit 
some unexpected fog which also added to the section, a true dropper with no codeboards or 
passage checks between two time controls (The fog also helped as the last road down to TC5D is 
quite straight if you can see it!) 

Williams/Davies were quickest 
dropping just 46 seconds with 
locals Wills/Burns second dropping 
50 and the novice rocket Rover 25 
piloted by Phil and Oliver Luxton 
dropping 1:50, the third quickest 
time. 
Heading south east crews then 
slotted left to cross the top of 
Kennick Reservoir and then left 
again to loop back to Blackingstone 
Rock via a triangle diagram to 
collect a codeboard. Passing the 
car park crews then headed north 

east to Plaston Green for another 
long way round to collect RC5G at 

Heltor Rock and then along the Heltor Skeltor whites across the top of Bridford. These whites have 
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previously badly filled up with water and people have drowned out on previous events, but they 
have now been repaired by the local farmer with large rocks compact into the ground. This was 
cautioned as some of the stones were loose and unfortunately the Seicento of Patrick and Poppy 
Blight had two stones flick up! One flicking up into the engine bay and shearing the crank pulley 
clean off and the other into the rear wheel arch and taking the fuel filler neck with it. They were the 
only car to be effected and it was a shame that two rocks knocked them out so late in the event, 
another crew doing their first road rally and going well to here! 
At the end of the whites crews headed north to the tight not as map section through Woodlands 
farm and along Heath Road, both sections very slippery and not as map, catching a few crews out in 
different places taking trips into the scenery! Along Swanaford Road and slotting left through the 90s 
and down to the Teign Valley road for the next control, TC5E. Both top seeds Williams/Davies and 
Wills/Burns cleaned the section with the Semi-Expert pair of Benn Lewis and Mark ‘Atff’ Robinson 
(Persona) the only crew dropping a minute as well. 
A fast blast down the valley and over Bridford Bridge took crews under the old railway bridge and up 
to the next triangle and codeboard at the top of Lowley Hill. Heading across the top of 
Doddiscombsleigh and up Willhayes Hill, the next control soon came along just after the crossroads 
on Dunchideock Barton next to the water works. 
Only one crew were clean to here, no surprise it was Williams/Davies in the Mk2. Wills/Burns were 
hot on their heels 28 seconds behind and Nigel Davies and Russell Williams (Focus) were a further 10 
seconds behind them. 
Along to Ashlake Cross and a hard to spot slot left at Leachway Lane Cross to take crews around the 
hill and down to the next triangle and codeboard. Just before the triangle was a deceptive steep 
downhill 90 right which had quite a few marks in the hedge the day after! Crews then headed up the 
hill through the woods to Windy Cross for the tricky to find triangle and onto Cotley Castle and 
Cotley Hairpin for the next camera point. Heading up toward Parson’s Plot Brake crews came across 
the final intermediate control of the regularity overlooking the night lights of Exeter. Williams/Davies 
were clean again into this control along with locals Tim Owen and Sophie Buckland (206). A handful 
of crews came in on a minute including novices Rice/Disney and the Luxtons. 
The final run around to Idestone Cross to pick up a final codeboard and up to the top of Ide for the 
end of the regularity. Williams/Davies and Wills/Burns both came in on time with Luke Quinnell and 
Kayleigh Dingle (MG ZR) on a late charge dropping just eight seconds. 
At the end of this monster 
regularity lasting almost an hour 
Williams/Davies came out of it 
dropping just 47 seconds, a very 
impressive performance! 
Wills/Burns were second quickest 
dropping 4:19 with Andy Brown 
and Jamie Mills (Fiesta) third 
quickest dropping 9:47. The 
Luxtons were fourth quickest just 
one second behind and 
Owen/Buckland rounding off the 
top five on 12:10. 
Quickest Semi-Experts were Dave 

Webb and Jacob Williams (Sirion) 
dropping 13:03 with 
Davies/Williams dropping 21:48 and Lewis/Atff dropping 24:33 in second and third in the class 
across the regularity. Second quickest novices through were Rice/Disney dropping 21:31 with the 
Wellers third dropping 26:57 in their Impreza. 
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Some big times dropped by many crews across this long challenging section. A welcome long link 
section followed which took crews through Exeter, past Killerton house and onto the final regularity 
of the night. 
 
Regularity 6: Ashclyst Forest 
Distance: 13.5 Miles 
Best Time: 27 minutes (Clean) 
 
A long link section through Exeter brought crews to the final Regularity of the night, Ashclyst Forest. 
The start was just off the B3181 next to Hay House and it turned out to be an interesting start with 
some dumped tyres scattered along the road to the first junction, a mini go kart track in the lanes! 
Down to the crossroads and slotting left to get the first codeboard and up into Ashclyst Forest, 
followed by slotting right at Rewes Cross to get the second board past the Scout Camp and looping 
back around to Frogmore Farm, up to White Down Copse and to the first control at the triangle at 
the far end of the woods. Most crews were clean to here including novices Ashley Rice and Trevor 
Disney (Mini) and Phil and Oliver Luxton (Rover 25) who have stood out in the class all night. 
Crews headed down the twisty hill to Sidmouth Road and slotted left down to the B3181 at the River 
Weaver. A short blast along the main road collected another codeboard and then slotting right onto 
Winham Lane and around the hairpin to head back over the river and back up to Sidmouth Road 
again where crews headed east towards Landford and into the second control. 
George Williams and Cadog Davies (Mk2 Escort) were clean to this point in the regularity with Kevin 
Wills and Liam Burns (Impreza) four seconds behind and Andy Brown and Jamie Mills (Fiesta) a 
further 18 seconds behind them. 

Past Landford and Landford Court 
and then east to Weaver Cross 
along the fast sweeping road 
before going into a narrow twisty 
and water logged Weaver Lane. Up 
to the Weaver Triangles where 
crews headed left at the first 
junction, right at the next and then 
around the small triangle. Adrian 
and Adam Beer overshot the 
second triangle here and ended up 
with their nose in the ditch when 
trying to turn around, ending up 
needing a toe to get back onto the 

road! Along Mott’s Lane and Oak 
Close, crews then slotted left and 

through Dulford Fords before crossing the A373, around The Belt and back onto the A road for the 
final control outside of the Keepers Cottage Inn. 
Williams/Davies were the quickest through this final regularity dropping no time at all with 
Wills/Burns second dropping four seconds and Brown/Mills third dropping 22. Just one second 
behind were Semi’s Nigel Davies and Russell Williams (Focus) on 23 and after the penalties at the 
final control were scrubbed Adrian and Adam Beer (MG ZR) rounded off the top 5 dropping 26 
seconds. 
Second Semi’s were Dave Webb and Jacob Williams (Sirion) dropping 45 seconds and Benn Lewis 
and Mark ‘Atff’ Robinson (Persona) were third on 2:43. Quickest novices were Rice/Disney back on 
their local patch dropping 36 seconds with the Luxtons second on 1:09 and the rejoined Mini crew of 
Matthew Baker and Sukie Read third quickest dropping 3:31 who had cut the second half of 
regularity 5. 
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Chris Mockridge and John Varney (Austin A40) also managed to make it back to the finish within 
their OTL and after visiting the required amount of controls they were classed as finishers. After a 
hearty breakfast at the pub it was time for crews to head off home and keep an eye on provisional 
results which were published online. After 12 hours of provisional time results went final at 18:00 
Sunday evening and were as follows: 
 
1st – George Williams & Cadog Davies, Ford Escort – 02:11 – 1st Overall 
2nd – Kevin Wills & Liam Burns, Subaru Impreza – 10:19 – 1st Experts 
3rd – Andy Brown & Jamie Mills, Ford Fiesta ST150 – 13:30 – 2nd Experts 
4th – Phil Luxton & Oliver Luxton, Rover 25 – 19:16 – 1st Novices 
5th – Tim Owen & Sophie Buckland, Peugeot 206 – 22:28 – 3rd Experts 
6th – Matthew Fowle & Andy Pullan, BMW Compact – 22:49 
7th – Luke Quinnell & Kayleigh Dingle, MG ZR – 30:33 
8th – Dave Webb & Jacob Williams, Daihatsu Sirion – 32:00 – 1st Semi-Experts 
9th – Adrian Beer & Adam Beer, MG ZR – 36:56 – 1st Exmouth MC Crew 
10th – Andrew Dawe & Andrew Lowe, Nissan Sunny – 40:42 
11th – Peter Stimson & Paul Hoad, Ford Sierra XR4x4i – 52:25 
12th – Nigel Davies & Russell Williams, Ford Focus – 58:34 – 2nd Semi-Experts 
13th – Benn Lewis & Mark ‘Atff’ Robinson, Proton Persona – 59:52 – 3rd Semi-Experts 
14th – Ashley Rice & Trevor Disney, Mini Cooper – 1.01:07 – 2nd Novices 
15th – Mark Weller & Sam Weller, Subaru Impreza RS – 3.28:34 – 3rd Novices 
16th – Eddie Gale & Simon Fuidge, Citroen Saxo – 4.36:58 
17th – Matthew Baker & Sukie Read, Rover Mini Cooper – 4.58:04 
18th – Pete Fowle & Martin Fowle, Nissan Micra K11 – 6.54:04 
19th – Chris Mockridge & John Varney, Austin A40 – 10.19:07 – 1st Historic Crew 


